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Time to start planning for 2018
targeted deals, vouchers and special offers
driving menu prices down in order to encourage
customers to eat out in 2018. This will squeeze
margins even further.
Our recipe for beating the new year blues and
ensuring your profitability stays as high as possible
is visibility and flexibility. Operators need to look
at and review every area of their spending - from
fresh ingredients and back of house supplies to
annual service contracts - and be ready to change
suppliers where necessary, in order to get the best
deals in terms of both price and quality.

Hospitality and catering operators are gearing
up to deal with higher prices from food and drink
suppliers this Christmas – but very few have
started to plan for the challenges of trading in the
new year.
After a year of inflation, the impact of rising prices
on costs is something that doesn’t need spelling
out to operators. However, what’s more of a
concern is that many of the operators we speak
to aren’t giving enough thought to the challenges
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Call Lynx Purchasing on 01325 377845 or
your local business manager to find out
what more you can do to stay on top of
rising prices. We’d be delighted to come
and help you review your spending.

of the first few months of 2018 despite very clear
evidence that inflationary pressure is going to
continue.

UK inflation
The Office for National Statistics reported
that the rate of inflation seen in the
Consumer Prices Index (CPI) was 2.9% in
August 2017, up from 2.6% in July 2017. The
more detailed RPI measure found that
the average price for meals eaten out of
home rose by 2.8% year-on-year.

Trade is always quiet in the new year, but with
all the indicators showing a further slowdown
in growth and with consumer spending under
pressure, any business that doesn’t have its
supplier costs firmly under control will struggle
to remain competitive. Industry analysts are
forecasting that we’ll see increased use of
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Turkey
Seasonal turkey producers
are struggling with a series
of cost increases well above
the rate of inflation, including
higher feed and labour costs.
The National Farmers Union
estimates that the overall
costs for UK turkey producers

are up by an average of 6.6%
this year, which will work
its way through the supply
chain into the prices paid by
operators. The same pricing
trends are also affecting other
poultry.

Highlight the provenance of turkey on
Christmas menus to send a premium message.

Coffee prices hit a four-month
high on the global commodities
market in August in response to
continuing strong global demand.
However, with a good harvest
expected in Brazil, the world’s
biggest coffee producer, prices are
forecast to remain broadly stable
through to the end of the year.

Beef and pork
Beef production
has been affected by
higher dairy costs, because some
farmers have reduced the amount
of cattle they send to slaughter in
order to focus on milk production.
Strong global demand for beef

Coffee

means supplies from the US and
Brazil are also commanding high
prices. Continued demand for
pork from China and lower EU
production is pushing up prices of
menu staples such as bacon and
sausage.

Offer liqueur coffees as
a trade-up option at a
premium price to round
off Christmas meals.

Work with your butcher to make the most of
better value cuts on the menu.

Wine
The Wine & Spirit Trade
Association has warned of a
‘triple whammy’ affecting wine
prices - the Brexit vote’s impact
on the pound, rising inflation
and the duty rise imposed in the
Budget in March. As a result, the
average price of a bottle of wine
is up 4% year-on-year, with price
pressure set to increase across
autumn and winter.

Review your wine list
and consider pricing
on a cash margin basis
to drive sales and offer
value.

Dairy
Rising dairy costs have
hit the headlines, and operators can
expect to pay higher prices for the
full range of Christmas products
which rely on dairy, including butter,
cream, cheese, desserts and bakery

products. Dairy producers are
gearing up to increase supplies, but
this is unlikely to have an impact on
prices before next year, especially
as high demand for dairy from Asia
continues.

Make ingredients such as fresh fruit in season the
‘hero’ of desserts to reduce focus on dairy.
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Meat

6%

Fruit & Veg

5%

Avocados
The avocado supply challenge will continue for the foreseeable
future with a 30 to 40% year-on-year demand increase in the
UK and Europe. Consumption is also rising in relatively new
markets with avocado exports from Latin America to China
reported to be growing by around 250% a year.

Use the FREE Lynx Purchasing GP Calculator
to ensure all dishes reflect changing ingredient
costs. Check out lynxpurchasing.co.uk for
details.

Fruit
The UK apple and pear harvest
has been good thanks to weather
conditions that were better for
growers than holiday-makers.
Imported fruit such as bananas,
citrus, winter berries and soft
fruit are particularly vulnerable to
currency issues, as supplies fluctuate
according to which country and
region is in season.

Vegetables
Root vegetables
including carrots,
parsnips, leek, beetroot, turnips,
swede and celeriac will remain
at their best in terms of price
and availability into the first
quarter of 2018. With southern
European producers looking to
recoup losses from last year’s
poor crop, imported vegetables
including broccoli, cauliflower,

peppers, tomatoes and salad
leaves are likely to cost more.

Promote ‘fresh veg in
season’ on menus to
make the most of the
quality, availability
and value on offer
from suppliers.

Use UK fruit such as
apples, pears and plums in
sauces, and desserts such
as crumbles and tarts.

Autumn
menu trends

Fish and seafood
push up the price of both Scottish
and Norwegian supplies. As menu
alternatives, farmed sea bass and
sea bream are expected to be
good quality and value over the
coming months. Coldwater prawns,
very much a staple of festive
starters, have seen prices rise due
to reduced quotas in Canada and
poor landings in Norway.

Demand for salmon peaks in
the run-up to Christmas as
manufacturers secure stock and

Oil

4%

Plan fish and seafood
specials to make the most
of availability of different
fish species.

Dairy

18%

Analyst Mintel reports that more
than a quarter (28%) of meateating Brits have reduced or limited
their meat consumption in the
last six months. Half of UK adults
have eaten meat-free foods such
as veggie burgers over the same
period. When they do pick meat,
provenance is an increasingly
important factor for consumers.
Figures from Nielsen show that
60% actively try to buy British
when ordering meat.

Fish

Ambient

2%
Autumn/Winter 2017

Cautious UK diners are looking
for more certainty when they
eat out, and are less likely to
order an unusual or unfamiliar
dish, according to research for
Bookatable. Seventy-four per
cent of consumers say they are
unwilling to take a risk when
ordering. A related survey by BBC
Good Food shows that Londoners
are the most adventurous, with
those in the southwest least likely
to try new dishes or ingredients.
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Meet the team

Two new business directors join Lynx

Lynx Purchasing has strengthened
its team with two new Directors
of Business Development as it
continues to grow its customer
base. Jeroen Homan (right) and Tim
Wehrle will help operators across the
hospitality sector maintain margins
and profits in the face of continuing
inflation.
Lynx Purchasing managing director
Rachel Dobson said: “Jeroen and
Tim bring a wealth of experience
both as hospitality operators and
from the supplier side, and will
enable us to increase the support
we give to existing customers as well
as open up new areas of business.”
Tim, whose operational experience
includes hotels, pubs and

restaurants, was most recently a
national account manager with
Direct Seafoods, and before that
worked for 3663 and M&J Seafoods.
He said: “I understand exactly what
operators are looking for in terms
of value, as well as what suppliers
have to get from any deal, and that
experience will be invaluable in my
new role with Lynx.”
Jeroen, who has worked as an
operator in contract catering as well
as in hotels and restaurants, was a
national sales manager with Town
and Country Fine Foods, and also
worked at Brakes.
He said: “There are chefs working
in the industry who have never
experienced the challenge of
inflation on the scale we’re
seeing now, as well as the fierce
competition for customers in the
current market, and our role is to
help them understand the benefits
that disciplined buying can deliver.”

Online Savings
Calculator

Spotlight on…

Saving money on back
of house supplies
With food prices rising, it’s not surprising that businesses are focussing
on adjusting menus and looking at new suppliers to maintain
profitability. But you can take some of the pressure off front of house
costs by getting your back of house purchasing in order.
Never automatically renew annual contracts - let us help you
negotiate new deals on utilities, telecoms & IT, insurance,
waste management and pest control
Keep admin costs down - from HR services to stationery and
equipment and merchant card services
Shop around - your preferred brands in crockery, linens,
uniforms and kitchen equipment could be cheaper from our
suppliers - or better quality found for the same price
More polish means extra sparkle - source like-for-like cleaning
products, catering disposables and guest amenities from
specialist suppliers for better value
The Pear Tree Hotel at Stourton buys its dry goods at prices
negotiated by Lynx, generating savings of around 20% over the
previous suppliers. Cleaning and hygiene products are also sourced
through a Lynx-nominated supplier earning substantial savings. “This
is making a big difference. It’s a significant saving in an area that isn’t
always the first you’d think about looking at,” says The Pear Tree’s
Alix Young.
Lynx Purchasing’s suppliers are some of the UK’s leading companies and if our network can’t deliver what you seek, our purchasing experts
will find one that can.

Save your business money every day,
call Lynx Purchasing on 01325 377845.

Hospitality and catering operators can calculate the
savings they can make with Lynx Purchasing across a
wide range of essential products and services using our
new Online Savings Calculator.
Potential savings start at £5,620 on an annual purchasing spend of
£50,000, rising to a £112,400 saving on an annual budget of £1m,
based on a basket of a range of goods and services regularly bought by
operators.
The Savings Calculator can be found on the home page of the Lynx
Purchasing website - www.lynxpurchasing.co.uk. It’s free, and simple
to use. Using a mouse or touchscreen, just slide the calculator to the
purchasing spend of your business, and the box will show the potential
annual savings that can be made through Lynx Purchasing’s buying
partnerships with a range of leading industry suppliers.
The Online Savings Calculator works on both desktop and mobile
devices, and makes its calculations using genuine savings achieved
by Lynx Purchasing for a broad range of its hospitality and catering
customers.
The amount saved is based on a basket of everyday food and drink
purchases, as well as products such as cleaning & hygiene and
disposables, and services including utilities and telecoms.
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Lynx Purchasing works with more than 2,200 customers in
the hospitality and catering sector, on a no-membership and
no-contract basis that offers like-for-like products at lower prices and
often better quality than operators could obtain by negotiating alone.
As purchasing professionals, Lynx works with leading suppliers in
the hospitality and catering industry. These include wholesalers,
specialist fresh food suppliers, catering equipment providers, utilities
and specialist service providers such as telecoms, business rates
and waste management consultants.

Castle Holt, Follifoot Lane, Spofforth, North Yorkshire, HG3 1AR
 01325 377845

 savings@lynxpurchasing.co.uk

lynxpurchasing.co.uk

